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Abstract

Applications of Spoken Term Detection

Methods

Voice keyword search is an extension of textbased searching that allows users to type
keywords and search audio files containing
spoken language for their existence.

• Simple keyword search

• Understanding the relationship between phonetic
structure and TWV

• Performance dependent on many external
factors such as the acoustic channel,
language and the confusability of the search
term.

• Spoken document retrieval

• Goal is to develop an algorithm for
predicting
p
g the reliability
y or strength
g of a
search term.

• Clustering/categorization of spoken documents

• Complex queries (e.g., logical operators)
• Prioritization of documents to be reviewed

• Analyze training set in terms of broad phonetic
class and CVC sequences

• Monosyllabic search terms
have poor performance
• Performance improves
dramatically for bisyllabic
and trisyllabic terms

• Investigate the relationship between different
features such as number of syllables, syllable
structure and consonant position

• Content-based Internet searches
• Topic Spotting for national security

• Using linear regression and analysis of variance
to select best features

Figure 5. TWV vs. number of syllables

• Using decision trees to understand relationships
between features and how to cluster features

• Main objective is to find a predictive
function to forecast the quality of given
search term.

Performance Measurement

• Application is to improve the user
experience for multimedia information
retrieval.

• Detection error tradeoff (DET) curves are used to
evaluate performance.

• Search terms should
have at least 2
consonants

• Types of Errors: false alarms / missed detections

• Search terms with 4
consonants give
improved performance

• A term-weighted value (TWV) criterion was
adopted to balance many practical issues..

• Assessment is based on the NIST 2006
Spoken Term Detection (STD) evaluation.
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STD Approach

Figure 6. TWV vs. number of consonants
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Conclusions

• Two general approaches: word-based and
phonetics-based
Figure 4. TWV Vs. Terms (from NIST 2006 STD evaluation)

• Goal is to rapidly detect the presence of a
term in a large
g audio corpus
p of
heterogeneous speech material

• Data-driven approaches to modeling search terms
appear promising
• Though the NIST 2006 evaluation data set is small,
sufficiently rich generalizations can be made

• The effectiveness of a deployed STD system
is a tradeoff between processing resource
requirements and detection accuracy

The maximum possible
TWV is 1.0, corresponding
to a ‘perfect’ system
output: no misses and no
false alarms.

• Statistical methods such as decision trees will be
useful for clustering and evaluating features

Table 1. Broad Phonetic Class
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of STD System

• The final prediction function will be based on
nonlinear mapping functions trained using machine
learning approaches (e.g., neural networks or
maximum margin classifiers)
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Table 2. TWV vs. initial phoneme type

A typical STD system
divides the task into
two separate phases:
indexing and
searching.

Figure 2. Generic STD System Architecture.
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